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KEY MESSAGES
What’s the problem?
 In recent years, public and patient engagement has emerged as an imperative for more informed,
transparent, accountable, and legitimate decisions about health technologies, but health technology
assessment (HTA) agencies have grappled with the most meaningful ways to achieve such engagement.
 Efforts to address the challenges of strengthening public and patient engagement in HTA in Ontario will
need to consider three aspects of, or contributors to, the problem:
o HTA agencies are under pressure (e.g., greater demands for rapid HTAs and HTAs examining
multiple technologies, increased scrutiny of HTAs by various groups);
o current HTA processes face challenges in incorporating meaningful engagement (e.g., divergent views
about what ‘public and patient engagement’ means, a lack of a solid body of research evidence about
the effectiveness of public and patient engagement in HTA, and uncertainty about the most valid way
to integrate public and patient input); and
o current institutional arrangements limit capacity to engage the public and patients (e.g., many HTA
agencies are embedded in complex institutional arrangements contributing to a lack of public
awareness about their work and how they relate to coverage decisions, and government officials may
be concerned about arms-length agencies engaging the public and patients on their behalf).
What do we know about three elements of a comprehensive approach to address the problem?
 To promote discussion about the pros and cons of potentially viable solutions, we have selected three
elements (among many) of a potentially comprehensive approach for strengthening public and patient
engagement in HTA in Ontario.
o Element 1 – Create a comprehensive and flexible framework to engage the public and patients in the
HTA process
 We found a limited body of synthesized research evidence that has relevance to identifying
promising public- and patient-engagement models that could be adapted to Ontario’s HTA
process, including two reviews focusing explicitly on HTA and 10 addressing other sectors.
o Element 2 – Build capacity within HTA organizations to engage the public and patients
 We found a limited body of synthesized research evidence that has relevance to this element,
most notably frameworks to understand how to promote and embed innovations within
organizations, and some examples of HTA agencies that have established dedicated staff and
infrastructure to strengthen organizational capacities to engage the public and patients.
o Element 3 – Build capacity among the public and patients to engage in the HTA process
 We found a limited body of synthesized research evidence that revealed benefits for key
components of this element, but some initiatives by HTA agencies can spur reflection about
how to build such capacity (e.g., providing orientation and training for new participants and
supporting the creation of a coalition of patient organizations actively involved in HTA).
What implementation considerations need to be kept in mind?
 Potential barriers to strengthening public and patient engagement in HTA in Ontario can be identified at
the level of the public/patients (e.g., lack of public awareness about HTA processes), practitioners
producing HTAs or making recommendations (e.g., difficulties in developing a common vision), HTA
agencies (e.g., may lack champions or agents of change necessary to adopt and sustain such innovations),
and health system (e.g., some policymakers may worry that public and patient engagement could
undermine the efficiency of current processes).
 Efforts to address these barriers need to be attentive to potential windows of opportunity (e.g., Health
Quality Ontario is currently developing a corporate public and patient engagement strategy; the Ontario
Health Technology Advisory Committee established a Public Engagement Subcommittee to develop a
public-engagement framework; and the Health Technology Assessment International’s Interest SubGroup on Patient and Citizen Involvement in HTA is involved in many relevant initiatives that could
generate significant momentum).
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Box 1: Background to the evidence brief

REPORT
Finding better ways to manage the use and cost of
health technologies is among the highest priorities for
Canadian health policymakers.(1) ‘Technological
change,’ meaning both innovation that generates new
technologies and shifts in the utilization of existing
technologies, continues to be a major driver of
increased healthcare spending across the country,
(2) and is influenced by multiple factors including
demographic changes, consumer demands and major
developments in fields such as genomics. Within
provincial governments, a significant input to managing
the health-technology portfolio is the production of
health technology assessments (HTAs), which provide
information about a technology’s clinical- and costeffectiveness, as well as its impacts on patients and the
health system.(1;3) As health policymakers rely more
heavily on this information to make difficult
determinations about how and which technologies will
be covered within the basket of publicly funded
services, the scrutiny of the HTA activity that informs
these consequential decisions has increased, as have
efforts to influence it.(4-7) This has become increasingly
apparent in the province of Ontario, where mounting
provincial deficits are prompting major reviews of
healthcare spending in search of savings, generating
renewed public debate about coverage decisions.(8)
In recent years, HTA agencies in Canada and abroad
have given more serious consideration to involving a
broader range of stakeholders in their work, including
patients and service users as well as the broader
public.(4;9) However, while both public and patient
engagement have gained prominence in the HTA
field,(10;11) progress on this front has been slow and
piecemeal.(12)
Ontario has been leading some of the experimentation
with public- and patient-engagement initiatives in the
Canadian HTA field.(13) More specifically, the Division
of Evidence Development and Standards (EDS) at
Health Quality Ontario (HQO), and the Ontario Health
Technology Advisory Committee (OHTAC), which
makes recommendations through the HQO board to
the health system and the minister of health for the
funding and use of health technologies in the Ontario
health system, have invested in several collaborative
research initiatives to explore different approaches to
engaging various publics in their HTA
recommendation-development process.(14-16) While

This evidence brief mobilizes both global and local
research evidence about a problem, three elements of
a potentially comprehensive approach to addressing
the problem, and key implementation considerations.
Whenever possible, the evidence brief summarizes
research evidence drawn from systematic reviews of
the research literature and occasionally from single
research studies. A systematic review is a summary of
studies addressing a clearly formulated question that
uses systematic and explicit methods to identify, select
and appraise research studies and to synthesize data
from the included studies. The evidence brief does not
contain recommendations, which would have required
the authors of the brief to make judgments based on
their personal values and preferences, and which could
pre-empt important deliberations about whose values
and preferences matter in making such judgments.
The preparation of the evidence brief involved five
steps:
1) convening a Steering Committee comprised of
representatives from the partner organization, key
stakeholder groups and the McMaster Health
Forum;
2) developing and refining the terms of reference for
an evidence brief, particularly the framing of the
problem and three elements of a comprehensive
approach for addressing it, in consultation with the
Steering Committee and with the aid of several
conceptual frameworks that organize thinking
about ways to approach the issue;
3) identifying, selecting, appraising and synthesizing
relevant research evidence about the problem,
approach elements and implementation
considerations;
4) drafting the evidence brief in such a way as to
present concisely and in accessible language the
global and local research evidence; and
5) finalizing the evidence brief based on the input of
several merit reviewers.
The three elements of a comprehensive approach for
addressing the problem were not designed to be
mutually exclusive. They could be pursued
simultaneously or in a sequenced way, and each
element could be given greater or lesser attention
relative to the others.
The evidence brief was prepared to inform a
stakeholder dialogue at which research evidence is one
of many considerations. Participants’ views and
experiences and the tacit knowledge they bring to the
issues at hand are also important inputs to the
dialogue. One goal of the stakeholder dialogue is to
spark insights – insights that can only come about
when all of those who will be involved in or affected
by future decisions about the issue can work through
it together. A second goal of the stakeholder dialogue
is to generate action by those who participate in the
dialogue and by those who review the dialogue
summary and the video interviews with dialogue
participants.
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each experience has yielded important insights and useful
input to the health technology-advisory process, addressing
the more comprehensive task of sorting out which publics
to engage through which methods and at which juncture in
the HTA process has been far more challenging and
remains an elusive goal.
This evidence brief and the stakeholder dialogue it was
prepared to inform were designed to guide the actions of
those involved in strengthening public and patient
engagement in HTA in Ontario. In this section of the
brief, we propose key definitions to ensure a common
conceptual understanding. We also highlight key goals for
public and patient engagement in HTA, as well as describe
the health policy and HTA context in Ontario. The second
section focuses on the key challenges associated with
strengthening public and patient engagement in HTA, with
an emphasis on the Ontario context. In the third section
we propose three elements of a potentially comprehensive
approach to address the problem. Lastly, we highlight key
implementation considerations for moving forward.
Within this scope, the evidence brief is focused only on the
best available research evidence and (as explained in Box 1)
does not contain recommendations. Moving from evidence
to recommendations would have required the authors to
introduce their own values and preferences, and this role is 
better suited to participants in the stakeholder dialogue. In
addition, a number of issues were deemed too broad to be
addressed within the scope of this brief, including public
and patient engagement in primary research, as well as the
engagement of certain stakeholder groups such as industry
and provider organizations.
Key definitions
This evidence brief uses several key concepts that need to
be defined at the outset. These concepts are: patient,
public, community, stakeholder group, engagement, health
technology, HTA and health literacy.

Box 2: Equity considerations
A problem may disproportionately affect some
groups in society. The benefits, harms and costs
of elements of a comprehensive approach to
address the problem may vary across groups.
Implementation considerations may also vary
across groups.
One way to identify groups warranting particular
attention is to use “PROGRESS,” which is an
acronym formed by the first letters of the
following eight ways that can be used to describe
groups†:
 place of residence (e.g., rural and remote
populations);
 race/ethnicity/culture (e.g., First Nations and
Inuit populations, immigrant populations and
linguistic minority populations);
 occupation or labour-market experiences
more generally (e.g., those in “precarious
work” arrangements);
 gender;
 religion;
 educational level (e.g., health literacy);
 socio-economic status (e.g., economically
disadvantaged populations); and
 social capital/social exclusion.
The evidence brief strives to address all
Ontarians, but (where possible) it also gives
particular attention to two groups:
 those with lower health literacy; and
 those who are not organized in diseasespecific organizations or consumer groups.
Many other groups warrant serious consideration
as well, and a similar approach could be adopted
for any of them.
† The PROGRESS framework was developed by
Tim Evans and Hilary Brown (Evans T, Brown
H. Road traffic crashes: operationalizing equity in
the context of health sector reform. Injury Control
and Safety Promotion 2003;10(1-2): 11–12). It is
being tested by the Cochrane Collaboration
Health Equity Field as a means of evaluating the
impact of interventions on health equity.

In this evidence brief we draw from the work of Facey and
her colleagues who distinguished between patients and the
public with regards to HTA.(12) A patient refers to an
individual with experiential knowledge about living with an
illness or condition who can provide valuable perspectives
about the intended or unintended consequences of current
or future health technologies. A patient’s family, as well as
their informal and family caregivers, are considered under
the patient umbrella. These individuals also have
experiential knowledge, and can make a significant contribution to understanding the patients’ perspectives,
especially in a context where patients are unable to communicate their values, needs and preferences.
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The public (or ‘publics’ or ‘citizens’) refers here to individuals who can contribute broad social values regarding
the efficiency or fairness of a technology, but who may not have specific experience with a particular
technology, disease or condition.(12) The term community is often used interchangeably with the term public.
However, a community refers more specifically to groups within the public who share certain characteristics
(e.g., people living in the same geographic location, or people sharing a special interest, affiliation, socioeconomic status, ethno-cultural identity or religious belief).(17) Members of a specific community can also
contribute social values regarding the implications of a technology, and sometimes more specifically from
their community’s perspective.
A stakeholder group is defined here as a group with an organized interest in a technology, program or service,
including its funding and delivery arrangements (e.g., consumer groups, provider organizations, advocacy
groups and industry).
The concept of engagement captures a range of efforts used to involve the public and patients in various
domains and stages of HTA decision-making. Many researchers and organizations have developed various
typologies to illustrate different levels or types of engagement in various areas of decision-making,(18-21)
which can serve as a source of inspiration for HTA decision-making. This evidence brief draws on the
conceptual work of Rowe and Frewer (22) who identified three types of engagement: communication,
consultation, and participation (Figure 1). These three types of engagement involve different types of flows of
information between the sponsor of an engagement activity and the participants. This typology incorporates
core elements of many widely used typologies and was chosen for its simplicity and its capacity to encourage
a meaningful dialogue among a broad range of stakeholders.
Figure 1. Three types of engagement (adapted from Rowe and Frewer, 2005)

Communication refers to information conveyed from the sponsor of the initiative to the public and/or
patients.(22) A wide range of communication mechanisms can be used, from pamphlets and mail outs, to enewsletters, websites and social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.), as well as publicity in the
mass media, public meetings, drop-in centres and telephone information lines.(23) Although this type of
engagement is generally passive, other types of engagement are unlikely to take place without proper
communication in place, and these activities often play a central role in a more comprehensive engagement
process.(20)
Consultation refers to information conveyed from the public and/or patients to the sponsor of the initiative,
following a process initiated by the sponsor.(22) A variety of consultation mechanisms are commonly used to
gather the public’s and patients’ perspectives, including interviews, focus groups, polls and surveys, and
referendums, as well as soliciting feedback on consultation documents via telephone, mail, email, online
forms, interactive websites and social media.(23)
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Participation refers to a two-way exchange of information between the public and/or patients and the sponsor
of the initiative.(22) A variety of participation mechanisms can be used, such as setting up a collaboration
with a patient or public reference group that can provide guidance, appointing patient or public members to
a scientific or advisory committee, using co-design approaches (e.g., web 2.0 or experience-based co-design
activities), and using more intensive deliberative methods (e.g., patient/citizen panels, juries or councils,
consensus conferences, deliberative polls and planning cells).(23)
The evidence brief draws on the Ontario Health Technology Advisory Committee’s definition of health
technology. ‘Health technologies’ refer to “a wide range of procedures, devices, and equipment applied to the
maintenance, restoration, and promotion of health. They encompass interventions at any stage of health care
including primary prevention, early detection of disease and risk factors, diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation,
and palliative care.”(24)
The evidence brief also draws on the International Network of Agencies for Health Technology Assessment’s
definition of HTA. HTA refers to “the systematic evaluation of properties, effects, and/or impacts of health
care technology. It may address the direct, intended consequences of technologies as well as their indirect,
unintended consequences. Its main purpose is to inform technology-related policymaking in health care.
HTA is conducted by interdisciplinary groups using explicit analytical frameworks drawing from a variety of
methods.”(25) Agencies have set up various processes to conduct HTAs that fit their respective mandates
and institutional arrangements, but these often include variations of the following five stages: topic selection
and prioritization, scoping/framing the HTA, conducting or commissioning an evidence-based analysis,
formulating recommendations, and disseminating findings and recommendations. In Ontario, the process to
conduct HTAs that was set up by Health Quality Ontario is known as the “evidence review process” (Figure
2).(26)
Lastly, another key concept must be defined at the outset since it can have important implications for public
and patient engagement in HTA - health literacy. Here we draw on the work of the Canadian Expert Panel on
Health Literacy, which defines health literacy as “the ability to access, understand, evaluate and communicate
information as a way to promote, maintain and improve health in a variety of settings across the lifecourse.”(27)
Goals for public and patient engagement in HTA
The case for public and patient engagement in HTA is a compelling one, as it can achieve democratic,
scientific, instrumental and developmental goals (Table 1).(4)
Table 1. Theorized goals of public and patient engagement in HTA
Democratic

Achieving more informed, transparent, accountable
and legitimate decisions about health technologies

Scientific

Promoting a more robust and comprehensive science
of HTA that incorporates social and ethical values, as
well as patients’ problems, lived experiences,
outcomes and preferences

Instrumental

Making better quality decisions across all stages of an
HTA

Developmental

Increasing public understanding of health
technologies and HTA, and strengthening the
public’s and patients’ competence and capacity to
contribute to health technology policy issues
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From a democratic perspective, public and patient engagement is central to promoting accountable health
systems that are responsive to public and patients’ values and expectations, and to those of taxpayers who are
the shareholders in publicly financed health systems.(28-30) Indeed, public and patient engagement has been
a priority for Canadian health system decision-makers for some time.(31;32) In a context of scarce resources
and rapid technological change, policymakers are increasingly faced with complex and contentious coverage
decisions.(5;33) This has caused public and patient engagement to emerge as a political imperative for more
informed, transparent, accountable and legitimate decisions about health technologies.(4;20)
The value of public and patient engagement has also gained traction as a way of promoting a more robust and
comprehensive science of HTA. Against the political and ethical backdrops of the health technology policy
landscape, clinical- and cost-effectiveness evidence alone appears inadequate to determine which technologies
a publicly funded health plan can justify morally, afford economically, and use to good purpose. In recent
years, researchers and HTA agencies have given more serious consideration to incorporating ethical and
social values into HTAs,(34) to greater patient-focused HTAs incorporating the patients’ values, needs,
preferences and lived experiences,(11;12;35) and also to involving a broader range of stakeholders including
patients and service users as well as the broader public in conducting HTAs.(4;11;36)
Public and patient engagement in HTA can also be promoted for achieving more instrumental goals, or in
other words, to make better quality decisions across all the stages of an HTA.(4) Thus, an HTA agency may
be looking for the most meaningful ways to gather public and patient input to improve the prioritizing of
requests, the scoping of the assessment topic, the development of recommendations, or the dissemination of
findings.(12;20)
Lastly, public and patient engagement can be promoted for achieving developmental goals, such as increasing
public understanding of health technologies and HTA, as well as strengthening the public’s and patients’
competence and capacity to contribute to health technology-policy issues.(4;20)
Key features of the health policy and HTA context in Ontario
The following key features of the health policy context are particularly relevant to health technology
assessment in Ontario:
 the organization and delivery of healthcare is primarily the responsibility of provincial and territorial
governments in Canada, and financing is shared between the federal and provincial/territorial
governments;
 responsibility for health technologies is divided across the federal government (e.g., for assessments of
safety and effectiveness that are required for pre-market approval of health technologies) and the
provincial/territorial governments (e.g., for coverage decisions); and
 while some provinces rely primarily on their own HTA infrastructure (e.g., Health Quality Ontario’s
Evidence Development and Standards branch and Quebec’s Institut national d’excellence en santé et en
services sociaux [INESSS]), others depend on the pan-Canadian agency (i.e., the Canadian Agency for
Drugs and Technologies in Health [CADTH]) to support and advise ministers of health and other
decision-making authorities with respect to coverage decisions.
The following are key historical events related to the HTA infrastructure in Ontario and its key features at
present:
 the Ontario Health Technology Advisory Committee (OHTAC) was created in 2003 as an independent
advisory committee to the minister of health and long-term care, with secretariat support from the Medical
Advisory Secretariat (a unit within the ministry);(37)
 Health Quality Ontario (HQO) was created in 2010 as an independent government agency established
through the Excellent Care for All Act with the mandate to monitor and report to the people of Ontario on
the quality of their publicly financed health system, to support continuous quality improvement, and to
promote healthcare that is supported by the best available research evidence;(38)
11
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 HQO’s mandate covers various types of health technologies (e.g., medical devices, procedures, diagnostic,
screening and monitoring tests, and services), but not pharmaceuticals;(26)
 OHTAC became a standing advisory committee of the HQO board in 2012 with the mandate to make
recommendations about the uptake, diffusion, distribution or removal of health technologies;(39)
 HQO’s Evidence Development and Standards branch provides secretariat support to OHTAC and
conducts evidence-based reviews to evaluate the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of health
technologies;(40)
 OHTAC’s recommendations are based on a careful review of results from HQO’s evidence-based reviews
through the lens of its decision-determinants framework that considers the overall clinical benefit, value
for money, societal and ethical considerations, and the economic and organizational feasibility of the
health technologies;(39) and
 using OHTAC’s recommendations and advice, the HQO board formulates final recommendations about
standards of care for healthcare organizations and other entities across the province, as well as funding
recommendations to the minister of health and long-term care.(39)
Lastly, as mentioned earlier, Ontario has been leading some of the experimentation with public and patient
engagement initiatives in HTA. The following chronology of events and initiatives describes the key aspects
of this context:
 OHTAC established in 2005 a Public Engagement Subcommittee to examine various options for
increasing the involvement of the general public in its process;
 OHTAC experimented with various public-engagement modalities between 2008 and 2010, namely:
o a series of consultation mechanisms (i.e., focus groups, surveys, and polls);(14) and
o a participation mechanism to encourage citizen deliberation about the societal and ethical values of
health technologies (i.e., the Citizens’ Reference Panel on Health Technologies);(16)
 the Excellent Care for All Act, which established HQO in 2010, specifies that HQO should “seek the advice
of the public” in making recommendations concerning the provision of funding for healthcare services
and medical devices;(38)
 OHTAC re-established the Public Engagement Subcommittee in 2012 to “expand on the publicengagement framework established by the previous OHTAC Public Engagement Subcommittee in
developing a comprehensive public-engagement strategy for OHTAC”;(41) and
 HQO announced in 2014 the development of a public- and patient-engagement strategy across all HQO
activities to ensure that public, patients and families “have a strong voice in shaping our health care system
and in setting the quality agenda in the province of Ontario.”(42)
Current engagement efforts in HQO’s evidence-review process
The evidence review process at HQO is composed of seven key steps (Figure 2). Current opportunities for
public and patient engagement are available at two of these steps:
 step 4 – professional and public consultation; and
 step 6 – post-review and communication.
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Figure 2. Health Quality Ontario’s evidence review process (26)
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effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness
of an intervention
in the Ontario
context

When OHTAC has reviewed and approved an evidence review and formulated recommendations, a 21-day
consultation period is initiated (step 4). The draft review and recommendations, along with a plain-language
summary, are posted on the HQO website. HQO notifies relevant stakeholders and any potentially interested
parties that the materials have been posted and that they can submit comments by email. Once the 21-day
period has concluded, the results of the consultation are presented to OHTAC. OHTAC may request
changes to either the review or the recommendations. The report is then posted as final on the HQO website
(step 6). Anyone who disagrees with the final recommendations (on the basis of omitted or misinterpreted
evidence) can appeal the recommendations within 60 days of the final posting on the HQO website.(26)
Thus, the current HQO’s evidence-review process mostly relies on passive communication and consultation
mechanisms (i.e., posting reviews and recommendations online, soliciting feedback by email, and allowing
people to appeal a review or recommendation), and there are no formalized engagement opportunities earlier
in the process.
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THE PROBLEM
The challenges of strengthening public and patient
engagement in HTA can be understood by considering
three aspects of, or contributors to, the problem: 1) HTA
agencies are under pressure; 2) current HTA processes
face challenges in incorporating meaningful engagement;
and 3) current institutional arrangements limit capacity to
engage the public and patients. Most of these challenges
affect the international HTA community as a whole, but
whenever possible, we describe how these challenges are
manifested in Ontario.
HTA agencies are under pressure
There are various pressures on HTA agencies that are
challenging the feasibility and viability of public and
patient engagement. These pressures include, but are not
limited to: 1) greater demands for rapid HTAs; 2) greater
demands for HTAs examining and comparing multiple
health technologies; and 3) increased scrutiny of HTAs by
patient groups, providers and technology firms.

Box 3: Mobilizing research evidence about the
problem
The available research evidence about the problem
was sought from a range of published and “grey”
research literature sources. Published literature that
provided a comparative dimension to an
understanding of the problem was sought using
three search filters (called “hedges”) for health
services research in MedLine, namely those for
appropriateness, processes and outcomes of care
(which increase the chances of us identifying
administrative database studies and community
surveys). We specifically conducted searches using
these hedges for ‘consumer participation’ AND
‘patient participation’ (both are MeSH terms
encompassing various ways to engage the public
and patients in decision-making processes
pertaining to health, and are used to index journal
articles and books in this area) AND ‘technology
assessment’ (the MeSH terms encompassing HTA).
Published literature that provided insights into
alternative ways of framing the problem was sought
using a fourth hedge in MedLine, namely the one
for qualitative research. Published literature was
also sought by conducting specific searches in the
International Journal of Technology Assessment in
Health Care using various key terms, including:
public/patient/consumer AND
engag*/involv*/consult*/participat*. Grey
literature was sought by reviewing the websites of a
number of local and international organizations,
such as Health Quality Ontario (HQO), Health
Technology Assessment International (HTAi), and
the International Network of Agencies for Health
Technology Assessment (INAHTA).

A recent international survey of HTA agencies revealed
that the issue of timeliness features prominently among
the list of challenges to engaging the public.(23) Survey
respondents indicated a mismatch between the demands
from health-system policymakers for rapid HTAs and the
time required to conduct high-quality public engagement.
This is consistent with another study of international
practices indicating that some HTA agencies may step
Priority was given to research evidence that was
back from public- and patient-engagement activities given
published more recently, that was locally applicable
the increased pressures for quick and efficient HTAs.(43)
(in the sense of having been conducted in Ontario),
In Ontario, HQO is also conducting such ‘rapid reviews,’ usually within
two-week
timeframe,into
in response
and thatatook
equity considerations
account.
to an urgent demand, and in some instances to inform OHTAC’s recommendations.(44;45) HQO
acknowledges that, given such “urgent timeframes,” the usual 21-day consultation process cannot be applied
to rapid reviews. However, “in the interest of transparency,” HQO welcomes public comment by email at any
time.(45)
While there are increased demands for rapid HTAs, there are also greater demands for HTAs that are much
broader in scope. Some HTA agencies are now focusing less on single technologies that address single
conditions or diseases (e.g., deep brain stimulation for treatment-resistant depression), and more on complex
pathways of disease and multiple morbidities that require an array of services and programs. This is the case
for HQO, which is increasingly conducting broader reviews, known locally as mega-analyses.(44) These
mega-analyses examine and compare multiple health technologies for a given disease or condition (e.g.,
approaches to lengthening and maintaining people’s ability to age in the community). Therefore, thinking
about how to engage relevant members of the public and patients is becoming increasingly complex as HTA
agencies are starting to address broad topic areas and multiple health technologies.
Lastly, the work of HTA agencies is carefully scrutinized, especially by disease-specific organizations,
consumer groups, healthcare providers and technology firms.(5) Health-technology recommendations may be
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appealed, as is currently allowed under HQO’s evidence-review process, or challenged in courts, as we have
seen in recent years in other jurisdictions (e.g., the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence’s
guidance regarding the use of Herceptin for breast cancer, and its guidance about restricting Alzheimer’s
drugs to only patients with mild-stage disease). Given the potential threat of appeals or court challenges in the
background, certain members of the HTA community may become more reluctant to engage with the public
and patients, and perceive it as a potential source of vulnerability for their HTA agencies.(43)
Current HTA processes face challenges in incorporating meaningful engagement
Current HTA processes face three sets of challenges in incorporating meaningful public and patient
engagement: 1) there are divergent views about what ‘public and patient engagement’ means; 2) there is a lack
of a solid body of research evidence about the effectiveness of public and patient engagement in HTA; and 3)
there is uncertainty about the most valid way to integrate public and patient engagement with the other types
of evidence being considered.
First, there are divergent views within the HTA community, and sometimes within the same HTA agency,
about what ‘public and patient engagement’ means.(20) Such ambiguity is not unique to the field of HTA and
can largely be explained by the highly value-laden, contextual and multifaceted nature of the term ‘public and
patient engagement.’ It is quite common to see and hear various terms that are used inconsistently and
interchangeably in the literature and during conversations, which may contribute to this ambiguity:
communication, consultation, collaboration, involvement, participation, deliberation or engagement of
members of the public, citizens, patients, service users, consumers or community. This ambiguity can have
important consequences and lead to conflicting goals and visions for public and patient engagement in
HTA,(9;20;23;46) and more practically, conflicting views about who should be engaged, who they represent,
what role they should play and at what stages of the HTA process, and using what types of engagement
mechanisms.(20;23;47)
Second, there is a lack of a solid body of research evidence about the effectiveness of public and patient
engagement in HTA. A consequence of the lack of research evidence is that members of the HTA
community are grappling with determining the most effective types of public and patient engagement that
should be used, and especially for a given issue or context.(20) A recent international survey reported that
among the HTA agencies with public-engagement activities, only a very small number of them have evaluated
or are in the process of evaluating their activities to determine their impacts.(23) While this may be promising
for the near future, this illustrates the need to encourage robust evaluations of public and patient engagement
in HTA using strong theoretical foundations and rigorous methods.
Third, there is uncertainty about the most valid way to integrate public and patient engagement with the other
types of evidence considered. Historically, the HTA community has been more concerned with finding and
synthesizing clinical evidence (e.g. efficacy, effectiveness and safety) and economic evidence (e.g. costs, costeffectiveness and efficiency) regarding health technologies. These types of evidence have had a privileged role
in HTA in contrast with evidence about organizational issues (e.g., diffusion, accessibility and skills), patientrelated issues, and broader societal and ethical issues.(43) This focus on clinical and economic evidence may
explain why many HTA agencies lack expertise in public and patient engagement,(23) and in interpreting,
synthesizing and weighing such input alongside other types of evidence. In recent years, OHTAC has been
investing efforts in developing and refining a multifaceted decision-determinants framework that could guide
its recommendations. The framework considers the clinical benefit offered by a health technology (i.e.,
burden of illness, need, effectiveness and safety), as well as its consistency with societal and ethical values, its
value for money (i.e., economic evaluations), and its feasibility of adoption into the health system (i.e.,
economic and organizational feasibility). Yet, while there are rigorous processes in place to collect and assess
clinical and health economics evidence, OHTAC still grapples with the most effective ways to integrate
societal and ethical considerations in their advisory process alongside other forms of evidence.
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Current institutional arrangements limit capacity to engage the public and patients
Two characteristics of current institutional arrangements may also limit the capacity of HTA agencies to
engage the public and patients. First, many HTA agencies are embedded in complex and changing
institutional arrangements. For example, the technology-advisory process in Ontario has shifted multiple
times in the past years, formerly being part of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care and now being
part of an arm’s-length agency of the Ontario government.(39) A potential consequence of having complex
and changing institutional arrangements is that the broader public and certain patient groups may be largely
unaware of the work of HTA agencies and how they relate to coverage decisions, and thus the availability of
health technologies.(43)
Second, some government officials may be concerned about having arm’s-length and quasi-government
agencies engaging the public and patients on their behalf. This could create public expectations that they
would be unable to fulfil, and reduce their leeway when making difficult coverage decisions. Therefore, they
may be apprehensive about having HTA agencies taking part in the risky business of public and patient
engagement.(48)
Additional equity-related observations about the problem
An important element of the problem that requires further discussion is how the problem may
disproportionately affect certain groups or communities. With respect to public and patient engagement in
HTA, many groups warrant particular attention within this broad topic area. However, this evidence brief
focuses on two groups for illustrative purposes: those with lower health literacy and those who are not
organized in disease-specific organizations or consumer groups.
The challenges of public and patient engagement in HTA are particularly important when considering those
with lower health literacy. Health literacy is an important factor enabling public and patient engagement in
healthcare.(49) However, it is estimated that 60% of adults and 88% of seniors in Canada are not health
literate.(50) This means that they have difficulty accessing, understanding, evaluating and communicating
health information. Many groups are particularly likely to have low health literacy, including people over the
age of 65, recent immigrants, those with lower income and education, those with limited cognitive and mental
capacities, as well as those who are not proficient in English.(27;49) The current level of health literacy poses
significant practical challenges to public and patient engagement in HTA: How can you engage patients and
members of the public with lower health literacy on health-technology issues? How can you create a space
where people with lower health literacy feel confident to make a meaningful contribution to HTA? Moreover,
some members of the HTA community have expressed concerns about actively involving lay people in such a
complex and specialized domain, and certain agencies have been relying on engagement mechanisms that
exclude, de facto, anybody with lower health literacy (e.g., engaging members of the public and patients on
expert advisory committees).(20)
Those who are not organized in disease-specific organizations or consumer groups are another group that
warrant particular attention. In fact, past experiences suggest that HTA agencies have been more inclined to
involve groups that are already organized and informed than they are to approach individual citizens and
patients.(9;20;46;51) Representatives of disease-specific organizations or consumer groups are sometimes
perceived as being easier to identify, having greater access to resources, and being in a higher state of
readiness (and potentially having higher health literacy) to take part in HTA.(20) However, questions often
remain about whose perspectives are being represented by these groups and whether they reflect a broad
versus narrow set of interests. This illustrates the important challenge of how to identify and select
‘representatives,’ but also the critical need for HTA agencies to provide the support necessary (i.e., resources
and incentives) to enable individual members of the public and patients to engage in HTA.
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THREE ELEMENTS OF A COMPREHENSIVE
APPROACH FOR ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM
Many elements could be selected as a starting point for
deliberations. To promote discussion about the pros and
cons of potentially viable solutions, we have selected three
elements of a potentially comprehensive approach for
strengthening public and patient engagement in HTA in
Ontario.
These elements are: 1) create a comprehensive and
flexible framework to engage the public and patients in
the HTA process; 2) build capacity within HTA
organizations to engage the public and patients; and 3)
build capacity among the public and patients to engage in
the HTA process.
The three elements were identified and selected through a
process of consultation with the Steering Committee. The
three elements were not designed to be mutually
exclusive. They could be pursued simultaneously or
sequentially, or elements could be drawn from each
element to create a new (fourth) element. They are
presented separately to foster deliberations about their
respective components, the relative importance or priority
of each, their interconnectedness, the potential of (or
need for) sequencing, and their feasibility.
In the following section of the evidence brief, we review
available research evidence about each element in turn.
While some of the research evidence may not deal
specifically with public and patient engagement in HTA, it
was included since it can provide relevant insights and
spur reflection about each element. The principal focus is
on what is known about these elements based on findings
from systematic reviews as well as economic evaluations
or costing studies. We present the findings from
systematic reviews along with an appraisal of whether
their methodological quality (using the AMSTAR tool) is
high (scores of 8 or higher out of a possible 11), medium
(scores of 4-7) or low (scores less than 4) (see the
appendix for more information about the quality-appraisal
process).(52)

Box 4: Mobilizing research evidence about
elements of a comprehensive approach for
addressing the problem
The available research evidence about elements
of a comprehensive approach for addressing the
problem was sought primarily from Health
Systems Evidence
(www.healthsystemsevidence.org), which is a
continuously updated database containing more
than 3,800 systematic reviews and more than
1,900 economic evaluations of delivery, financial
and governance arrangements within health
systems. The reviews and economic evaluations
were identified by searching the database for
documents addressing features of each of the
elements and sub-elements.
The authors’ conclusions were extracted from
the reviews whenever possible. Some reviews
contained no studies despite an exhaustive
search (i.e., they were “empty” reviews), while
others concluded that there was substantial
uncertainty about the elements based on the
identified studies. Where relevant, caveats were
introduced about these authors’ conclusions
based on assessments of the reviews’ quality, the
local applicability of the reviews’ findings, equity
considerations, and relevance to the issue. (See
the appendices for a complete description of
these assessments.)
Being aware of what is not known can be as
important as being aware of what is known.
When faced with an empty review, substantial
uncertainty, or concerns about quality and local
applicability or lack of attention to equity
considerations, primary research could be
commissioned, or an element could be pursued
and a monitoring and evaluation plan designed
as part of its implementation. When faced with a
review that was published many years ago, an
updating of the review could be commissioned if
time allows.
Only targeted searches for additional research
evidence were conducted to complement what
was included in the systematic reviews. Those
interested in pursuing a particular element may
want to search for a more detailed description of
the element or for additional research evidence
about the element.
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Element 1 – Create a comprehensive and flexible framework to engage the public and patients in the
HTA process
This element involves the creation of a comprehensive yet flexible framework, which would allow for the
engagement of relevant patients and members of the public in Ontario’s HTA process depending on the
types of technologies and the stages in the HTA process. Such a framework would clearly articulate the goals
for public and patient engagement, and guide future decisions about when and how to engage with different
publics for different technologies.
More specifically, this element could include:
1) identifying clear goals for each stage of the HTA process, and criteria to decide when and how to engage
various publics for different technologies;
2) ensuring conceptual clarity and consistency in the use of public- and patient-engagement terminology so
that all stakeholders have a common understanding of the terms and what they mean within Ontario’s
HTA context;
3) identifying promising public- and patient-engagement models that could be adapted to Ontario’s HTA
process, which may include:
o models for communicating with the public and patients in relevant phases of the HTA process;
o models for consulting with the public and patients in relevant phases of the HTA process; and
o models allowing the public and patients to participate in relevant phases of the HTA process; and
4) identifying strategies to support evaluation and evidence-informed approaches to public and patient
engagement.
As mentioned earlier, there is a lack of a solid body of research evidence about what works in terms of public
and patient engagement in HTA. However, two recent international surveys (9;23) have relevance to element
1 and can provide insights into five questions about what is currently being done by HTA agencies.
 To what extent are HTA agencies engaging the public and patients?
o the majority of HTA agencies that provided responses to these surveys indicate that they are
engaging the public and patients to varying degrees, and in different phases of the HTA
process.(9;23)
 Why are they engaging?
o the vast majority of HTA agencies are engaging the public and patients to achieve instrumental goals
(e.g., informing policy and procedures around HTA, informing specific HTA decisions, informing
the public of decisions and their rationale) and scientific goals (e.g., informing value judgments for
decision-making).(23)
 Who are they engaging?
o the vast majority are engaging representatives of public or patient organizations and to a lesser extent
individual patients and members of the public.(9;23)
 When are they engaging?
o the majority of HTA agencies engage the public and patients in the identification of assessment
topics (and to a lesser extent in topic selection and prioritization, in refining the scope and nature of
HTA projects, and in developing HTA protocols, although there has been a shift away in recent years
from engaging the public and patient in the identification of topics and towards greater emphasis on
the other phases in the HTA process).(9)
o the vast majority are contacting the public and patients to solicit information or opinions on the
technology being assessed (and to a lesser extent for providing input to the analysis or interpreting
and reviewing draft HTA reports).(9)
o the majority are also engaging the public and patients in preparing plain-language materials (e.g.,
newsletters, one or two page summaries, or ‘consumer versions’ of HTA reports) and to a lesser
extent in disseminating such materials.(9)
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What types of engagement mechanisms are used?
o communication and consultation mechanisms are most commonly used, although some HTA
agencies have experimented with (or are planning to use) more participatory mechanisms (e.g.,
citizens juries or councils).(23)

While these surveys provide an overview of current efforts, they do not provide an in-depth look at what
specific HTA agencies are doing. Thus, we present below an overview of public- and patient-engagement
activities of HQO alongside eight other HTA agencies (Table 2). Some HTA agencies have been purposefully
selected because they have been pioneers in public- and patient-engagement activities, and others because
they are offering a diversity of ways to engage the public across the five phases of the HTA process.
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Table 2: Comparing what is currently done by select HTA agencies around the globe
Stages in the HTA process

HTA agencies

Topic selection and
prioritization

Scoping/framing
the HTA

Conducting or commissioning
evidence-based analyses

 21-day online public consultation on draft
recommendations

CANADA

Health Quality Ontario
(ON) (26)
 Online submissions from
patient groups requested to
inform the Common Drug
Review (CDR) process

Canadian Agency for
Drugs and Technologies
in Health (CAN) (53)
Gemeinsamer
Bundesausschuss
(Germany) (54)

 Patient representatives can
suggest topics for
technology appraisal

 Two public members appointed to the 13member Canadian Drug Expert Committee

 Call for evidence from public via
posting notice of technology selected
for review for one month targeting
patient and professional organizations
 Public input on controversial topics
via focus groups or public
consultations

Haute Autorité de Santé
(France) (54)

INTERNATIONAL

 Consultation with patients,
carers and voluntary
organizations/charities,
through written comments
and multi-stakeholder
workshop

National Institute for
Health and Care
Excellence (U.K.) (56)
 Online form for public and
patients to suggest topics

Scottish Medicine
Consortium (U.K.) (53)
Washington State Health
Technology Assessment
Program (U.S.A.) (58)

 Up to five patient group representatives
participate in board meetings and technology
appraisal committees
 Draft protocols and draft reviews are posted on
website for public comment
 Two patient representatives on two (of four)
dedicated evidence-appraisal committees

Disseminating findings and
recommendations
 Evidence-based reviews and
recommendations posted online
 Appeal process
 CDR Recommendations & Reasons
for Recommendations published
online
 Patient representatives can take part in
a press conference following
completion of technology appraisal

 Documents summarizing stakeholder
meetings are publicly available online

 Draft guidelines posted online for public
comment; specific request for views about
incomplete content

Medical Services
Advisory Committee
(Australia) (55)

NIHR Health
Technology Assessment
Programme (U.K.) (57)

Formulating recommendations

 30-day posting of proposed
and final topic selections
for public comment
 Currently developing a
process for public input
into the selection of a
technology for assessment

 Consultation with patients, carers and
voluntary organizations/charities,
through written evidence submissions
and personal testimony

 Lay members (minimum two, often three,
sometimes six) on decision-making committees
and advisory groups part of each topic’s ‘lead
team’ to ensure patient evidence is presented at
the meeting
 Patient experts giving oral testimony at
committee meeting
 Citizens Council meets annually to provide input
on societal values

 Voluntary groups and health charities
are invited to submit written evidence
to the consortium in the form of a
Patient Interest Group Submission
 Contribution to evidence reviews
 Submission of evidence for 30 days
following the announcement of
selection

 Three public members are appointed to the
Consortium committee
 Public members present Patient Interest Group
Submission at monthly consortium meetings
 30-day period to comment on draft reports

 Involving public or patient
representatives on boards or
panels, as well as soliciting
‘public reviewers’
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We found a limited body of synthesized research evidence that has relevance to element 1. Four key
observations can be made:
 we found no systematic reviews that could inform how to identify clear goals for each stage of the HTA
process, and criteria to decide when and how to engage (sub-element 1), how to ensure conceptual clarity
and consistency in the use of public- and patient-engagement terminology (sub-element 2), and how to
support evaluation and evidence-informed approaches to public and patient engagement (sub-element 4);
 we found 12 systematic reviews that have relevance to identifying promising public- and patientengagement models that could be adapted to Ontario’s HTA process (sub-element 3), two of which
focus explicitly on public and patient engagement in HTA (10;59) and 10 addressing public and patient
engagement to inform various health policies and decisions;(60-69)
 these reviews generally found a lack of evidence about the impacts of public and patient engagement, but
suggested potential instrumental benefits (e.g., including patient preferences and patient-relevant
outcomes in HTAs) and developmental benefits (e.g., raising public awareness and understanding); and
 while there is great diversity in the public- and patient-engagement strategies implemented in HTA, a
recent and medium-quality review examining international experiences revealed two trends:(10)
o consulting patients to gather evidence about their perspectives, experiences and preferences about
health technologies during the evidence review phase; and
o more active participation of public and patient representatives in other stages of the HTA process,
such as defining priorities, scoping, assessing the evidence and disseminating findings.
A summary of the key findings from the synthesized research evidence is provided in Table 3. For those who
want to know more about the systematic reviews contained in Table 3 (or to obtain citations for the reviews),
a fuller description of the systematic reviews is provided in Appendix 1.
Table 3: Summary of key findings from systematic reviews relevant to Element 1 – Create a
comprehensive and flexible framework to engage the public and patients in the HTA
process
Category of finding
Benefits



Summary of key findings
Identifying promising public- and patient-engagement models that could be adapted to
Ontario’s HTA process
o Public and patient engagement in HTA
 A recent and medium-quality review found some evidence of benefits for public and
patient engagement in HTA, such as: (10)
 including patients’ preferences and patient-relevant outcomes in HTAs;
 considering the sociopolitical context in which health technologies will be used and
other important factors that may affect implementation;
 refining topics and developing criteria to guide priority-setting; and
 increasing overall agreement in terms of priorities between consumer groups and
professionals.
o Public engagement in other domains
 A recent and medium-quality review found benefits for the use of public deliberation
methods (e.g., citizen panels and juries, consensus conferences, planning cells) in:(61)
 bringing insights into social values;
 improving understanding of complex issues (particularly ethical and social dilemmas);
and
 enhancing civic-mindedness.
 A recent and medium-quality review found benefits for public involvement in healthcare
policy, such as:(62)
 enhancing awareness and understanding of healthcare issues; and
 enhancing competencies among lay participants.
 A recent and medium-quality review found some evidence that the use of citizen juries in
health policy decision-making allowed citizens to engage with evidence, deliberate and
advise.(70)
o Patient engagement in other domains
 An older medium-quality review found several benefits related to patient engagement in
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Potential harms



Costs and/or costeffectiveness in relation to
the status quo



Uncertainty regarding
benefits and potential harms
(so monitoring and
evaluation could be
warranted if the option were
pursued)






Key features of the element
if it was tried elsewhere



the planning and development of healthcare, which include: (60)
 improved self-esteem for patients;
 rewarding experience for healthcare staff;
 production of updated/improved patient-information resources;
 improved healthcare services; and
 improved organizational attitudes that are supportive of patient involvement.
o Public and patient communication in other domains
 An older high-quality Cochrane review found that the benefits of consumer involvement
(as compared to no involvement) were greatest in activities related to the creation of
patient-information materials.(63)
Identifying promising public- and patient-engagement models that could be adapted to
Ontario’s HTA process
o Public and patient communication in other domains
 A recent and medium-quality review highlighted concerns about user-generated content
on social media and web 2.0 applications, which can be inconsistent with clinical
guidelines or scientific evidence.(66)
Identifying promising public- and patient-engagement models that could be adapted to
Ontario’s HTA process
o Public and patient engagement in HTA
 An older and low-quality review examining the NIHR’s HTA program, while not
explicitly providing information about costs, suggested that effective public and patient
engagement required sustained efforts and resources, including payment of public
participants.(59)
o Public and patient engagement in other domains
 An older and low-quality review found that costs related to public engagement activities
are rarely reported, but noted that well-structured processes range from tens of thousands
of dollars to $1 million or more.(68)
Uncertainty because no systematic reviews were identified
o Identifying clear goals for each stage of the HTA process, and criteria to decide
when and how to engage various publics for different technologies
o Ensuring conceptual clarity and consistency in the use of public- and patientengagement terminology so that all stakeholders have a common understanding of
the terms and what they mean within Ontario’s HTA context
o Identifying strategies to support evaluation and evidence-informed approaches to
public and patient engagement
Uncertainty because no studies were identified despite an exhaustive search as part of a
systematic review
o Not applicable
No clear message from studies included in a systematic review
o Identifying promising public- and patient-engagement models that could be
adapted to Ontario’s HTA process
 Public and patient engagement in HTA
 A recent and medium-quality review (10) examining international experiences, and an
older and low-quality review (59) focusing on the National Institute of Health
Research’s HTA program, found a lack of evidence about the impact of public and
patient engagement in HTA.
 Public and patient engagement in other domains
 Several reviews found a lack of evidence about the impact of public and patient
engagement on healthcare policies (62;63;69) and healthcare priority setting,(68) most
likely due to a lack of formal evaluations as well as clear outcomes and indicators of
success.
 Public and patient communication in other domains
 A recent and medium-quality review found limited evidence to support the
effectiveness of web 2.0 media on health promotion, or to support such media’s
capacity in reaching underserved and marginalized populations.(66)
Identifying promising public- and patient-engagement models that could be adapted to
Ontario’s HTA process
o Public and patient engagement in HTA
 A recent and medium-quality review revealed great diversity in the public and patient
engagement activities conducted in HTA, but two trends emerged:(10)
 consulting patients to gather evidence about their perspectives, experiences and
preferences about health technologies; and
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Stakeholders’ views and
experience



 public and patient participation in defining priorities, scoping, assessing the evidence
and disseminating findings.
 An older and low-quality review examining the experiences of the National Institute of
Health Research’s HTA program revealed that public involvement strategies were mainly
developed in the identification of topics and mostly in prioritization processes, where it
was perceived as having the greatest opportunity to influence assessments. There was also
some involvement in commissioning research, but minimal involvement in monitoring
and none in publication and dissemination of findings.(59)
 A recent and medium-quality review found the following challenges to engaging patients
and the public in HTA:(10)
 recruitment is sensitive and time-consuming;
 collaboration with consumer organizations may be difficult, because they may have
very strongly held beliefs and could be less willing to be constrained by research
evidence;
 patient and public representatives may grapple with the role they have to play;
 the speed at which discussions take place, unfamiliarity with the HTA process and the
use of technical language and acronyms;
 HTA practitioners may not be familiar with consumer organizations;
 time and resources required for involving the general public; and
 finding meaningful ways to integrate the public and patients’ input.
 Two reviews found the following facilitators to engaging patients and the public in HTA:
 inviting people who have experience related to the topic (i.e., focused invitations); (10)
 offering mentorship, training and support to participants;(10;59)
 an open working style and innovative culture in HTA organizations;(10)
 dedicated staff time and regular feedback;(59) and
 payments for participants.(59)
o Patient engagement in other domains
 An old and medium-quality review found that training of patients and healthcare
professionals is an important component for successfully involving cancer patients in
research, policy, planning and practice.(67)
o Pubic engagement in other domains
 A recent medium-quality review outlined that the mechanisms used for public
engagement need to be adapted according to the context of policy development around
the issue (e.g., by forming the group in ways that are sensitive to the type of topic, history
of the issue and possible power dynamics).(69)
 An older medium-quality review reported on a diverse set of methods used for eliciting
public values (e.g., ranking of services or programs, rating of options, making explicit
choices between options, individual interviews, a Delphi process, focus groups, citizen
juries and town hall meetings) to inform resource allocation decision-making, and noted
that no single approach can be defined as the gold standard, and suggested that instead
selection of an approach should be completed after considering population-specific
factors.(65)
 A recent and medium-quality review found that special attention should be paid to
recruitment, independent oversight, jury duration and moderation when using citizen
juries in health policy decision-making.(70)
Identifying promising public- and patient-engagement models that could be adapted to
Ontario’s HTA process
o Public and patient engagement in other domains
 A recent medium-quality review found that those who participate in well-designed
interactive public-engagement processes report high levels of satisfaction across different
components of the process (e.g., communication of objectives, adequacy of the
information materials provided to inform discussions and the logistics and management
of the deliberation), as well as increased levels of topic-specific learning.(69)
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Element 2 – Build capacity within HTA organizations to engage the public and patients
This element involves the development of capacities within HTA organizations to engage with the public and
patients. This element also highlights the need to develop a shared vision and common understanding among
members of the HTA community about what ‘public and patient engagement’ means, learn and share best
practices in order to develop expertise in this area, and ensure that these innovative practices become
embedded within HTA organizations and the HTA processes.
More specifically, this element could include:
1) disseminating within the HTA community a clear and consensual public- and patient-engagement
terminology so that all stakeholders have a common understanding of the terms and what they mean
within Ontario’s HTA context;
2) developing partnerships with other HTA agencies across Canada and internationally that have
implemented public- and patient-engagement processes and that could offer advice and mentorship;
3) establishing a coordinated knowledge-translation strategy to support the communication and
implementation of optimal public- and patient-engagement practices; and
4) identifying strategies for promoting and embedding- public and patient-engagement innovations.
Several initiatives can provide insights about how to build capacity within HTA organizations to engage the
public and patients. Some HTA agencies are relying on dedicated staff and infrastructure that have been
established with the explicit aim to strengthen organizational capacities to engage. For instance, the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the United Kingdom established the Public Involvement
Programme, with the mandate (among other things) to provide guidance and support about how to involve
the public, and evaluate current practices.(71) Another notable example is INVOLVE, a group established
and funded by the National Institute for Health Research in the United Kingdom. INVOLVE is a national
advisory group with the mandate to promote and monitor public involvement in research, as well as to
disseminate best practices and offer training.(72)
Another initiative that can provide insights about how to build capacity within HTA organizations is the
HTAi Interest Sub-Group on Patient and Citizen Involvement in HTA. This vibrant international community
of practice is dedicated to promoting and developing robust methodologies that integrate public and patient
perspectives in HTA, sharing best practices, and supporting HTA organizations in engaging the public and
patients. This group is currently involved in various projects that could make an important contribution, such
as: developing a Patient Submission Template to enable patients to submit information for a given HTA;
conducting a consensus process to formulate values and quality standards statements for patient involvement
in HTA; and developing a repository of public- and patient-engagement methodologies, resources and good
practices.(73)
We also found a limited body of synthesized research that can be drawn upon to inform components of
element 2. Three key observations can be made:
 there is insufficient evidence to draw firm conclusions about the effectiveness of knowledge-translation
strategies (sub-element 3),(74-77) but information products designed to support the uptake of research
evidence may be effective under certain conditions, notably those products for which there is a single
clear message, the change is relatively simple to accomplish, and there is a growing awareness by users of
the evidence that a change in practice is required;(76)
 there is limited evidence about effective strategies for promoting and embedding innovations within
organizations,(78;79) or alternatively to change organizational culture (i.e., beliefs, values, norms of
behaviour, routines, traditions and sense-making),(80) but two reviews identified potential factors
influencing the adoption of innovations (e.g., characteristics of the innovation, system antecedents for
innovation, system readiness for change, characteristics of the adopter, inter-functional and interorganizational co-ordination and collaboration, and other contextual factors);(78;79) and
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we found no systematic reviews that could inform how to disseminate within the HTA community a
clear and consensual public- and patient-engagement terminology (sub-element 1), or how to develop
partnerships with other HTA agencies across Canada and internationally that could offer advice and
mentorship (sub-element 2).

A summary of the key findings from the synthesized research evidence is provided in Table 4. For those who
want to know more about the systematic reviews contained in Table 4 (or obtain citations for the reviews), a
fuller description of the systematic reviews is provided in Appendix 2.
Table 4: Summary of key findings from systematic reviews relevant to Element 2 – Build capacity
within HTA organizations to engage the public and patients
Category of finding
Benefits

Potential harms
Costs and/or costeffectiveness in relation to
the status quo
Uncertainty regarding
benefits and potential harms
(so monitoring and
evaluation could be
warranted if the option were
pursued)











Key features of the element
if it was tried elsewhere



Summary of key findings
Establishing a coordinated knowledge-translation strategy to support the
communication and implementation of optimal public- and patient-engagement
practices
o A recent and high-quality Cochrane review found that information products designed to
support the uptake of systematic review evidence were effective under certain conditions:
there is a single clear message, the change is relatively simple to accomplish, and there is a
growing awareness by users of the evidence that a change in practice is required.(76)
None identified
None identified
Uncertainty because no systematic reviews were identified
o Disseminating within the HTA community a clear and consensual public- and
patient-engagement terminology so that all stakeholders have a common
understanding of the terms and what they mean within Ontario’s HTA context
o Developing partnerships with other HTA agencies across Canada and
internationally that have implemented public and patient engagement processes
and that could offer advice and mentorship
Uncertainty because no studies were identified despite an exhaustive search as part of a
systematic review
o Identifying strategies for promoting and embedding public- and patientengagement innovations
 An older but high-quality Cochrane review found no studies that met their quality criteria
or that examined the effectiveness of strategies aimed at changing organizational culture
(i.e., beliefs, values, norms of behaviour, routines, traditions and sense-making) to
improve performance in healthcare settings.(80)
No clear message from studies included in a systematic review
o Establishing a coordinated knowledge-translation strategy to support the
communication and implementation of optimal public- and patient-engagement
practices
 Several systematic reviews, including two recent and high-quality reviews, found
insufficient evidence to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of interventions that
have been designed for encouraging the use of research evidence by health policymakers
and managers.(74-77)
o Identifying strategies for promoting and embedding public- and patientengagement innovations
 An old overview of systematic reviews and an older medium-quality review found limited
evidence about the effectiveness of strategies for promoting and embedding
innovations.(78;79)
Identifying strategies for promoting and embedding public- and patient-engagement
innovations
o An old overview of systematic reviews identified promising tools for spreading innovations,
including: (78)
 formal published evidence;
 decision and dissemination support tools (e.g., guidelines);
 organizational and inter-organizational networks;
 leadership development; and
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Stakeholders’ views and
experience





 evaluation and review.
Establishing a coordinated knowledge-translation strategy to support the
communication and implementation of optimal public- and patient-engagement
practices
o Several systematic reviews, including a recent and high-quality Cochrane review, have
identified facilitators for policymakers’ and stakeholders’ use of research evidence, the most
commonly cited being facilitated interactions between the users and producers of research
evidence, and ensuring timely access to research evidence. Barriers included a lack of
awareness and familiarity, a lack of usefulness, a lack of motivation, and other external
barriers.(76;81-84)
o A recent and medium-quality review revealed that such barriers may be overcome by
adapting and presenting the findings in formats more directly tailored to their needs (e.g.,
providing summaries, overviews and policy briefs added value to systematic reviews, or
evaluating their methodological quality and the applicability of the findings to particular
settings).(82)
Identifying strategies for promoting and embedding public- and patient-engagement
innovations
o An old overview of systematic reviews revealed success factors for embedding innovations,
such as:(78)
 inter-functional and inter-organizational co-ordination and collaboration;
 multifaceted implementation approaches facilitating interaction between the innovation,
the intended audience and the context;
 adapting innovations to the local context;
 a receptive climate for innovation (although this may develop gradually and vary over
time);
 engaging users and other stakeholders as active agents of change, rather than passive
recipients of innovations;
 financial or other types of incentives for users and other stakeholders;
 active campaigns to market the innovation and get the information out to a wider
audience;
 build capacity within organizations;
 nurturing networks or communities of practice; and
 supporting leadership and organizational connectedness at all levels.
o The authors of an old and medium-quality review proposed a conceptual model for
considering the determinants of diffusion, dissemination and implementation of
innovations, which include, but are not limited to:(79)
 characteristics of the innovation (e.g., relative advantages, compatibility, low complexity
and risk);
 system antecedents for innovation (e.g., system structure, capacity to absorb new
knowledge, and receptive context for change);
 system readiness for change (e.g., tension for change, power balances, dedicated
time/resources);
 characteristics of the adopter (e.g., needs, motivation, values, skills and social networks);
 communication and influence (e.g., peer opinions, champions and change agents);
 implementation process (e.g., decisions being devolved to frontline teams, hands-on
approach by leaders and managers);
 linkages during the design and implementation stages (e.g., effective knowledge
translation, user engagement, project management support); and
 outer context (e.g., sociopolitical context, incentives and mandates, political directives).
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Element 3 – Build capacity among the public and patients to engage in the HTA process
This element involves raising public awareness, but also strengthening the capacity among the public and
patients to be able to effectively engage in Ontario’s HTA process.
More specifically, this element could include:
1) launching a public awareness campaign via mass media or social media about Ontario’s HTA process,
and encouraging understanding of the importance of public and patient engagement;
2) establishing a specialized service providing personal support and coaching to members of the public and
patients who want to engage in Ontario’s HTA process;
3) developing and sustaining a network of patients, families, caregivers, disease-specific organizations,
consumer groups and other relevant publics who can be called upon to contribute to Ontario’s HTA
process; and
4) identifying effective strategies to engage people with low health literacy.
Several initiatives can provide insights about how to build capacity among the public and patients to engage in
the HTA process. The Patient Involvement and Education Working Group, part of HTAi Patient and Citizen
Involvement Interest Sub-Group, identified several initiatives led by HTA agencies to support the public and
patients, including:(53)
 providing orientation and training for new participants (e.g., orientation for reviewers and new members
of the Canadian Drug Expert Committee);
 conducting presentations and workshops for patient organizations (e.g., introductory courses to NICE
and to health economics, and preparing for a technology appraisal course offered by NICE’s Public
Involvement Programme);
 creating infrastructures and dedicating staff to provide information, training and practical support to the
public and patients (e.g., NICE’s Public Involvement Programme in the United Kingdom and secretariat
of the Scottish Medicines Consortium); and
 supporting the creation of a coalition of patient organizations actively involved in HTA (e.g., Patients
Involved in NICE known as the PIN coalition in the United Kingdom).
We also found a limited body of synthesized research evidence that can be drawn upon to inform
components of element 3. Four key observations can be made:
 two systematic reviews found benefits for planned mass-media campaigns and unplanned mass-media
coverage on the utilization of health services (85) and using social media for health communication (subelement 1);(64)
 a recent and medium-quality review generally found that multimedia and printed materials performed
equally well to educate patients with lower health literacy (sub-element 4);(86)
 we found no systematic reviews that have relevance to establishing a specialized service providing
personal support and coaching to members of the public and patients who want to engage in Ontario’s
HTA process (sub-element 2), or about developing and sustaining a network of patients, families,
caregivers, disease-specific organizations, consumer groups and other relevant publics who can be called
upon to contribute to Ontario’s HTA process (sub-element 3); and
 one Cochrane systematic review that is currently being planned will examine the effectiveness of
interventions for improving health literacy (sub-element 4).(87)
A summary of the key findings from the synthesized research evidence is provided in Table 5. For those who
want to know more about the systematic reviews contained in Table 5 (or obtain citations for the reviews), a
fuller description of the systematic reviews is provided in Appendix 3.
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Table 5: Summary of key findings from systematic reviews relevant to Element 3 – Build capacity
among the public and patients to engage in the HTA process
Category of finding
Benefits




Potential harms



Costs and/or costeffectiveness in relation to
the status quo
Uncertainty regarding
benefits and potential
harms (so monitoring and
evaluation could be
warranted if the option
were pursued)







Key features of the
element if it was tried
elsewhere



Stakeholders’ views and
experience



Summary of key findings
Launching a public awareness campaign via mass media or social media about Ontario’s
HTA process, and encouraging understanding of the importance of public and patient
engagement
o An old but high-quality Cochrane review found benefits for planned mass media campaigns and
unplanned mass media coverage on the utilization of health services.(85)
o A recent and medium-quality review found benefits of using social media for health
communication, such as:(64)
 increased interactions with others;
 increased availability of information; and
 higher potential to make an impact on health policy.
Identifying effective strategies to engage people with low health literacy
o A recent and medium-quality review comparing the effectiveness of multimedia and printed
materials for patient education found that both approaches performed equally well.(86)
Launching a public awareness campaign via mass media or social media about Ontario’s
HTA process, and encouraging understanding of the importance of public and patient
engagement
o A recent and medium-quality review found limitations of using social media for health
communication, including concerns about:(64)
 quality and reliability of information generated; and
 confidentiality and privacy issues.
None identified
Uncertainty because no systematic reviews were identified
o Establishing a specialized service providing personal support and coaching to members
of the public and patients who want to engage in Ontario’s HTA process
o Developing and sustaining a network of patients, families, caregivers, disease-specific
organizations, consumer groups and other relevant publics who can be called upon to
contribute to Ontario’s HTA process
Uncertainty because no studies were identified despite an exhaustive search as part of a systematic
review
o Not applicable
No clear message from studies included in a systematic review
o Launching a public awareness campaign via mass media or social media about
Ontario’s HTA process, and encouraging understanding of the importance of public
and patient engagement
 An old but high-quality Cochrane review found limited evidence about the characteristics of
successful mass media campaigns, and notably about how messages should be framed.(85)
o Identifying effective strategies to engage people with low health literacy
 An old but high-quality Cochrane review found limited evidence to draw firm conclusions
about the design and delivery of interventions to improve online health literacy (i.e., the
capacity to search, appraise and use online health information).(88)
 An old and low-quality review found limited evidence to determine whether audiotapes
enhance communication between “hard-to-reach” populations and health professionals.(89)
 An old and low-quality review found a lack of evidence about the effectiveness of strategies to
improve health literacy.(90)
Identifying effective strategies to engage people with low health literacy
o A recent and medium-quality review examining the impact of interventions aimed at mitigating
the effects of low health literacy identified discrete design features of information material that
improved patient comprehension, such as:(91)
 presenting essential information by itself or first;
 presenting information so that the higher number is better;
 adding icon arrays to numerical information; and
 adding video to verbal narratives.
None identified
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Additional equity-related observations about the three options
In our review of the research evidence, we found no systematic reviews dealing explicitly with one of the
two groups prioritized in this evidence brief: people who are not organized in disease-specific organizations
or consumer groups. We found a few systematic reviews that dealt explicitly with the second group: people
with lower health literacy. However, the synthesized research evidence described in this brief does not
allow for drawing strong conclusions about the most effective ways to engage them in HTA.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
A number of barriers might hinder the implementation of certain elements, which needs to be factored into
any decision about whether and how to pursue any given element (Table 6). Potential barriers to
strengthening public and patient engagement in HTA in Ontario can be identified at the level of the
public/patients (e.g., lack of public awareness about the work of HTA agencies and how they relate to
coverage decisions), practitioners producing HTAs or making recommendations based on these HTAs (e.g.,
difficulties developing a common vision for public and patient engagement), HTA agency (e.g., some
organizational leaders may be unwilling to make long-term sustainable financial commitments towards
building HTA practitioners’ capacities due to budget uncertainties), and health system (e.g., some
policymakers may worry that public and patient engagement could slow down and increase the complexity of
current processes).
A detailed list of potential barriers to implementing the three elements is provided in Table 6 as a way to spur
reflection about some of the considerations that may influence choices about an optimal way forward. We
have listed the barriers that were identified in a range of sources (not just empirical studies) and we have not
rank ordered them in any way.
Table 6:

Potential barriers to implementing the elements

Levels

Public/Patients

Element 1 – Create a
comprehensive and flexible
framework to engage the
public and patients in the
HTA process
None identified

Element 2 – Build capacity
within HTA organizations to
engage the public and
patients

Element 3 – Build capacity
among the public and
patients to engage in the
HTA process

None identified

The public and patients may be
frustrated by past engagement
efforts which they may not feel
have meaningfully influenced
policymaking
The public and patients may not
perceive value in being engaged
in HTA
The public and patients may
have limited literacy skills or
knowledge preventing them
from engaging meaningfully in
HTA-related capacity building
The public and patients may be
unaware of the existence of the
HTA agency and its link to
coverage decisions regarding
health technologies

HTA practitioners
(i.e., people producing
HTAs or making
recommendations)

Practitioners may face
difficulties in developing a
shared vision for public and
patient engagement in HTA

Some practitioners may be
unwilling to participate in
developing or implementing
new practices that may
challenge their professional
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Patient and consumer
organizations may be reluctant
to join a network that can be
called upon to contribute to
Ontario’s HTA process because
it may be perceived as a threat
to their independence
None identified

McMaster Health Forum
Some practitioners may be
unwilling to participate in
developing or implementing
new practices that could
challenge their professional
authority and resources
(11;92;93)
Some practitioners may grapple
with the tensions between a
traditional focus on clinical and
economic evidence and
pressures to incorporate
patient/social values input
Some practitioners may perceive
that engaging the public and
patients will politicize what
should be a ‘neutral’ evidenceinformed process

authority and resources
(11;92;93)
Some practitioners may grapple
with prevalent and persistent
misconceptions about what
‘public and patient engagement’
means
Some practitioners may not be
inclined to obtain additional
training without tangible
incentives
Some practitioners may not
perceive value in engaging the
public and patients

Some practitioners may
challenge the robustness of
social/patient values as a valid
source of evidence

HTA agency

Some practitioners may believe
that the public and patients are
unable to contribute
meaningfully
Some organizational leaders
may worry that involving public
and patient groups could
threaten their scientific
credibility and political
autonomy (94)
Some organizational leaders
may worry that public and
patient engagement could slow
down and increase the
complexity of current processes
(10;43)
Organizational leaders may face
difficulties in developing a
shared vision for public and
patient engagement given their
constraints and competing
priorities
Some HTA agencies may lack
the time, resource and expertise
required to support high-quality
public and patient engagement

Some organizational leaders
may be unwilling or
uninterested in making longterm sustainable financial
commitments towards building
HTA practitioners’ capacities
due to budget uncertainties for
their existing programs and
services

Some organizational leaders
may be unwilling or
uninterested in making longterm sustainable financial
commitments towards building
the public’s and patients’
capacities due to budget
uncertainties for their existing
programs and services

Some organizational leaders
may not see value in investing
heavily in education and
training, especially those with
frequent staff turnover and
limited resources

Some organizational leaders
may have difficulty with multiorganizational initiatives that are
subject to changes outside their
control

Some organizational leaders
may lack the capacity to
coordinate consistent
educational content and
activities
Some HTA agencies may lack
the knowledge/skills to engage
with particular populations (e.g.,
Ontario’s First Nations
populations) or the
infrastructure to engage
particular groups (e.g., hearingimpaired patients)

Some organizational leaders
may have difficulty ensuring
that educational activities reach
all those who could benefit,
including hard-to-reach groups
Some organizational leaders
may be reluctant to collaborate
with patient or consumer
groups, which may have
strongly held beliefs
inconsistent with research
evidence (10)

Some HTA agencies may lack
champions or agents of change
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Health system

Some policymakers may worry
that public and patient
engagement could slow down
and increase the complexity of
current processes

necessary to adopt and sustain
public- and patient-engagement
innovations
None identified

None identified

Some health-system
stakeholders may challenge
engagement efforts on the
grounds that they are not
representative of Ontario’s
diverse population (e.g., place of
residence, race, ethnicity,
culture, occupation, gender,
religion, educational level, socioeconomic status, and level of
social capital/social exclusion)

The implementation of the three elements can also be influenced by policymakers’ and stakeholders’ capacity
to take advantage of potential windows of opportunity. These windows of opportunity could facilitate or
trigger the improvement of public and patient engagement in HTA in Ontario. Some of these potential
windows of opportunity apply to all elements, whereas others are element-specific. A list of potential
windows of opportunities for implementing the three elements, again not rank ordered in any way, is
provided in Table 7 to spur further reflection.
Table 7: Potential windows of opportunity for implementing the elements
Type

General

Element 1 – Create a
Element 2 – Build capacity
Element 3 – Build capacity
comprehensive and flexible
within HTA organizations to
among the public and patients
framework to engage the public engage with the public and
to engage in the HTA process
and patients in the HTA
patients
process
Health Quality Ontario is currently developing a corporate public- and patient-engagement strategy to increase
collaborations with the public, patients and their families across all their activities.(42)
Various health-system stakeholders are engaged in public- and patient-engagement activities in Ontario, which
illustrates that people within and outside of the government are paying serious attention to this issue:

the Ontario Citizens’ Council was established in 2009 to provide advice regarding the needs, culture and
attitudes of Ontario’s citizens about government drug policy;(95)

the Change Foundation recently launched its PANORAMA project, a provincial advisory panel
comprised of healthcare users and caregivers;(96)

the Ontario Drug Policy Research Network, a province-wide network of researchers providing drug
policy-relevant research to decision-makers, is currently involved in various public- and patientengagement efforts (e.g., implementing citizen panels and interacting with Ontario Citizens’ Council);(97)
and

the McMaster Health Forum recently launched a citizen-panel program to provide the opportunity for
citizens to share their views and experiences on high-priority issues.(98)
There are opportunities to learn from HTA agencies in other jurisdictions that have extensive public- and
patient-engagement experiences (some of which are currently evaluating their practices and can serve as
models for consideration within the Ontario context).

Element-specific

There is also an opportunity to build on past and ongoing initiatives of the HTAi Interest Sub-Group on
Patient and Citizen Involvement in HTA, which constitutes a vibrant international community of practice
dedicated to the issue.(73)
The OHTAC Public Engagement
The Canadian Foundation for
There is an opportunity to build
Subcommittee is currently
Healthcare Improvement has
on ongoing efforts to develop
developing a public-engagement
established a collaborative
coalitions of patient organizations,
framework, which will be released
initiative entitled Partnering with
such as Patients Involved in
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in the coming months.(41)
The OHTAC Decision
Determinants Subcommittee is
currently revising its decisiondeterminants framework in ways
that will likely give explicit
consideration to societal and
patient values throughout the
OHTAC decision-making
process.(99)

Patients and Families for Quality
Improvement, which provides
funding, coaching and other
support for Canadian healthcare
organizations that engage patients
and families in designing,
delivering and evaluating
healthcare services.(100)

NICE,(101) the Cochrane
Consumer Network,(102) or B.C.
Patients as Partners | Patient
Voices Network (currently on
hold).(103)
There is an opportunity to build
on ongoing efforts to develop
training opportunities for the
public and patients, such as the
training offered by NICE,(53) the
online educational training
program developed for patient
advocates – eMEET (Medicine
Evaluation Educational Training)
developed by Eli Lilly (a
pharmaceutical company) and
endorsed by HTAi,(104) - or other
training opportunities like those
offered by the department of
collaboration and patient
partnership at the Université de
Montréal,(105) or the European
Patients’ Academy.(106)
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APPENDICES
The following tables provide detailed information about the systematic reviews identified for each element. Each row in a table corresponds to a particular
systematic review and the reviews are organized by element (first column). The focus of the review is described in the second column. Key findings from the
review that relate to the element are listed in the third column, while the fourth column records the last year the literature was searched as part of the review.
The fifth column presents a rating of the overall quality of the review. The quality of each review has been assessed using AMSTAR (A MeaSurement Tool to
Assess Reviews), which rates overall quality on a scale of 0 to 11, where 11/11 represents a review of the highest quality. It is important to note that the
AMSTAR tool was developed to assess reviews focused on clinical interventions, so not all criteria apply to systematic reviews pertaining to delivery, financial,
or governance arrangements within health systems. Where the denominator is not 11, an aspect of the tool was considered not relevant by the raters. In
comparing ratings, it is therefore important to keep both parts of the score (i.e., the numerator and denominator) in mind. For example, a review that scores
8/8 is generally of comparable quality to a review scoring 11/11; both ratings are considered “high scores.” A high score signals that readers of the review can
have a high level of confidence in its findings. A low score, on the other hand, does not mean that the review should be discarded, merely that less confidence
can be placed in its findings and that the review needs to be examined closely to identify its limitations. (Lewin S, Oxman AD, Lavis JN, Fretheim A.
SUPPORT Tools for evidence-informed health Policymaking (STP): 8. Deciding how much confidence to place in a systematic review. Health Research Policy
and Systems 2009; 7 (Suppl1):S8.
The last three columns convey information about the utility of the review in terms of local applicability, applicability concerning prioritized groups, and issue
applicability. The third-from-last column notes the proportion of studies that were conducted in Canada, while the second-from-last column shows the
proportion of studies included in the review that deal explicitly with one of the prioritized groups. The last column indicates the review’s issue applicability in
terms of the proportion of studies focused on public and patient engagement in HTA. Similarly, for each economic evaluation and costing study, the last three
columns note whether the country focus is Canada, if it deals explicitly with one of the prioritized groups and if it focuses on public and patient engagement in
HTA.
All of the information provided in the appendix tables was taken into account by the evidence brief’s authors in compiling Tables 3-5 in the main text of the
brief.
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Appendix 1:

Systematic reviews relevant to Element 1 - Create a comprehensive and flexible framework to engage the public and patients in
the HTA process

Sub-elements

Identifying clear goals for
each stage of the HTA
process, and criteria to decide
when and how to engage
various publics for different
technologies
Ensuring conceptual clarity
and consistency in the use of
public- and patientengagement terminology so
that all stakeholders have a
common understanding of
the terms and what they mean
within Ontario’s HTA
context
Identifying promising publicand patient-engagement
models that could be adapted
to Ontario’s HTA process

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Year of last
search

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion of
studies that
focused on
public and
patient
engagement
in HTA

4/9

4/28

28/28

1/28

No reviews identified

No reviews identified

Examining the effect of
engaging the public to inform
policy through the use of
citizen juries (70)

The review found that the citizens’ jury
model has been extensively adapted.
Efforts to ensure inclusivity (through
sampling strategies to recruit participants)
have produced mixed results.
The use of steering committees and
facilitators promoted fair interaction
between jurors.
Many juries were of shorter duration than
recommended, which limited the
opportunity for constructive dialogue.
The review revealed that special attention
should be paid to recruitment, independent
oversight, jury duration and moderation.
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2010

(AMSTAR
rating from
the McMaster
Health Forum)

McMaster Health Forum

Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Examining the impact and
utility of Web 2.0 and social
media on health promotion
(66)

Reviewing the experiences
with public and patient
involvement in HTA
internationally (10)

Key findings

Year of last
search

The review revealed insufficient empirical
evidence about the impact of social media
and Web 2.0.
Recommended improvements included:
more interventions with participatory and
user-generated features, innovative study
designs and measurement methods, and
addressing accessibility for vulnerable
populations.
Public and patient involvement in HTA
included gathering insight to evaluate health
technologies and the need for direct
participation in the HTA process.

2011

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

4/10
(AMSTAR
rating from
the McMaster
Health Forum)

2011

4/9

Not reported
in detail

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups
Not reported
in detail

1/24

23/24

24/24

Not reported
in detail –
Description
states:
England,
Canada, U.S.,

Not reported
in detail

1/9

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion of
studies that
focused on
public and
patient
engagement
in HTA
Not reported
in detail

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

Insufficient studies assessed experiences of
involving patients and the public in HTA.
The review revealed that patient or public
involvement in HTA activities was reported
in two domains: research (e.g., gather
evidence about their perspectives,
experiences or preferences about a health
technology) and HTA process (e.g.,
prioritization, evidence assessment,or
dissemination of findings).

Examining the impact of
public involvement in
healthcare policy (62)

There is a need to employ systematic
methods in examining the effect of patients’
and the public’s perspectives regarding
HTA.
The review revealed insufficient evidence to
draw firm conclusions about the
effectiveness of public involvement
activities for healthcare policy development.
Concepts and indicators used in the studies

2010

4/9
(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)
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Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Year of last
search

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

were poorly specified and inconsistent, as
was the reporting of the evidence.

Examining the use of public
deliberation to increase public
input on health issues (61)

The review found some evidence about the
developmental benefits of public
involvement (e.g., enhancing awareness,
understanding and competencies among lay
participants), but evidence for instrumental
benefits was not as well documented.
The review revealed that issues that are best
suited for public deliberation involve ethical
and social dilemmas.

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion of
studies that
focused on
public and
patient
engagement
in HTA

Northern
Ireland)

2010

The review found limited evidence about
the effectiveness of one form of deliberation
compared to another, on how various
aspects of the deliberative process
contribute to outcomes, and on the impact
of applying different modes of deliberation
(i.e., online versus face-to-face).

1/9

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

31/193

2/9

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

There is some evidence to suggest that
deliberation may provide information that
may influence decision-making processes,
and provide further understanding of public
perception and its impact.

Examining public
involvement strategies in the

Factors to consider during public
deliberation included: establishing a clear
purpose and goals for the use of public
input; effective tasks and methods; ensuring
transparency and adaptation to certain
environments; and ensuring accessibility,
expert facilitation and optimal use of
technology.
The review revealed that public-involvement
strategies have evolved with the
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2009

(AMSTAR
rating from

McMaster Health Forum

Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

National Institute of Health
Research HTA program (59)

Key findings

Year of last
search

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion of
studies that
focused on
public and
patient
engagement
in HTA

7/12

5/12

0/12

Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

development of the NIHR HTA program,
but were spread unevenly across the five
stages of research management. Such
strategies were present in identification,
strongest in prioritization, present in
commissioning but minimal in monitoring,
and absent in publication and dissemination
of research.
Further research is needed to determine
where public engagement can be employed
and how to ascertain its effect.

Examining strategies for
interactive public engagement
in the development of
healthcare policies and
programs (69)

The review found inconclusive findings for
the impact of public involvement in the
NIHR HTA program.
Recommendations for public engagement
included adapting to the healthcare issue by
engaging relevant groups, and understanding
the complexity of the issue and its
corresponding power dynamics.
Components of public engagement with a
high level of satisfaction included: welldesigned processes; effectively
communicating objectives; providing
adequate material to inform discussions; and
the logistics and management of
deliberation.

2009

6/9

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

Increased levels of topic-specific learning
are also commonly reported.
Interactive public-engagement methods can
influence participant views, but are less
likely to change more dominant views (top
rankings, highest priorities).
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Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Examining public engagement
in priority setting and
resource allocation (68)

Public engagement is most common in goalsetting for specific programs, and it is
uncommon during program evaluations.
There is some evidence to suggest public
engagement may lead to direct impact on
decisions.

Year of last
search

2006

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups
Not reported
in detail

Proportion of
studies that
focused on
public and
patient
engagement
in HTA

3/10
(AMSTAR
rating from
the McMaster
Health Forum)

17/190

9/11

0/6

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail Description
states:
Canada,
U.K., U.S.A

17/131

0/131

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

4/10

8/117

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

Identified characteristics of public
engagement in priority-setting included:
one-time consultations; no public
engagement with decision-makers; and high
costs that can range from $10,000 to more
than $1 million.

Examining the effects of
consumer involvement, and
comparing methods of
involvement, in healthcare
policy development and
research, clinical practice
guidelines and patient
information material (63)
Examining the effectiveness
of involving people affected
by cancer in research, policyplanning and practice (67)

Examining strategies to
incorporate public values and
technical information into

The review highlights the lack of practical
guidance for integrating public input with
other forms of evidence.
Insufficient evidence exists to determine the
impact of consumer involvement on
healthcare policy development and research.

2005

(AMSTAR
rating from
www.rxforcha
nge.ca)

Patient information material with consumer
involvement improved readability and
relevance.
Training for patients and healthcare
professionals is necessary for successful
involvement of cancer patients in research,
policy-planning and practice.
‘Collectivism’ and ‘community model’ are
the most common rationales for public
involvement in research, policy-planning
and practice.
Sixty-nine of 117 studies presented methods
for eliciting public values to inform resource
allocation decision-making that included:
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2004

2002

4/9

(AMSTAR
rating from
the McMaster

McMaster Health Forum

Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

healthcare resource allocation
decision-making (65)

ranking programs; utilizing Likert-type
scales; explicit decision-making; conducting
individual interviews through a Delphi
process; focus groups; citizen juries; and
town hall meetings. The ‘gold standard’
method was not identified.

Year of last
search

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion of
studies that
focused on
public and
patient
engagement
in HTA

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

Health Forum)

Method selection is based on populationspecific factors.
Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) utilized
key informant interviews for the creation of
advisory groups that would engage the
public in priority setting.
Positive impact may come from needs
assessments and the awareness of public
acceptability or support of a specific
decision.

Examining the effects of
patient involvement in the
planning and development of
healthcare (60)

Dissemination of priority-setting decisions
included direct communication with
healthcare providers, and media for the
public.
Results of positive patient involvement
included: improved self-esteem from
patients; shifted organizational attitudes
towards openness to patient involvement;
and satisfaction from healthcare staff.
Changes to services associated with
increased patient involvement included:
creation of information for patients;
simplifying appointment protocols;
improving patient transportation; and
improving access for people with
disabilities.

2002

5/9

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

2/40
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Sub-elements

Identifying strategies to
support evaluation and
evidence-informed
approaches to public and
patient engagement

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Year of last
search

No reviews identified
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AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion of
studies that
focused on
public and
patient
engagement
in HTA

McMaster Health Forum
Appendix 2:

Systematic reviews relevant to Element 2 – Build capacity within HTA organizations to engage with the public and patients

Sub-elements

Disseminating within the
HTA community a clear
and consensual publicand patient-engagement
terminology so that all
stakeholders have a
common understanding
of the terms and what
they mean within
Ontario’s HTA context
Developing partnerships
with other HTA agencies
across Canada and
internationally that have
implemented public- and
patient-engagement
processes and that could
offer advice and
mentorship
Establishing a
coordinated knowledgetranslation strategy to
support the
communication and
implementation of
optimal public- and
patient-engagement
practices

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Year of last
search

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA

9/10

1/8

0/8

0/8

No reviews identified

No reviews identified

Examining the effects of
information products designed to
support the uptake of systematic
review evidence by health system
managers, policymakers and
healthcare professionals (76)

The overall quality of the included studies
was very low to moderate. The findings
showed that passive dissemination of an
information product, based on systematic
review evidence, on a national or regional
basic, can be effective in instances where
there is a single clear message and a growing
awareness by users that changes in practice
are needed. Although there is some face
validity for a multifaceted intervention in
development awareness for using and
finding evidence, additional evidence on the
effectiveness of this approach is required.

2011

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

Future implications for research include the
challenge to classify outcome measures due
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Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Examining facilitators enhancing
the uptake of evidence from
systematic reviews (81)

Examining the impact of
interventions encouraging the use
of systematic reviews by health
policymakers and managers (77)

Key findings

Year of last
search

to the variety of measures reported in the
included studies. The researchers suggested
that increasing awareness and accessibility to
evidence for decision-making processes may
lead to contamination of the delivery of
interventions.
Included studies were limited in terms of the
quality and generalizability of their results.
They reported a number of potential
facilitators to systematic review uptake, and
the five most effective facilitators were: (1)
the perception that systematic reviews have
multiple uses for research and clinical
practice; (2) a synthesized content that
included benefits, harms, and costs; (3) a
1:3:25 graded entry format (i.e., one page of
key messages, a 3-page summary, and a 25page report); (4) training in use; and (5)
peer-group support.
There are multiple aspects that facilitate
clinical practice. The review concluded that
mechanisms encouraging the use of
evidence from systematic reviews originate
from a range of facilitators.
This review showed a paucity of
experimental research on interventions that
encourage the use of systematic reviews by
health policymakers. There is insufficient
evidence to draw definitive conclusions
about the effectiveness of interventions that
encourage health policymakers and
managers to use systematic reviews in
decision-making.
Implications for future research include
assessing the contexts under which
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2010

2010

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA

4/10

6/16

0/16

0/8

9/10

3/3

0/3

0/3

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

McMaster Health Forum

Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Exploring knowledge-translation
resources and evaluations that can
surpass barriers to using
systematic reviews by
policymakers (82)

Examining the evidence regarding
knowledge transfer and exchange
in the context of healthcare policy
(74)

Key findings

Year of last
search

systematic reviews are most effective, which
may include: (1) how systematic reviews are
accessed; (2) how they are used; (3)
identifying the types of reviews needed in
policymaking; (4) understanding the
applicability of systematic reviews in the
local context; and (5) the specific
characteristics that make systematic reviews
easy to use.
All included studies focused on healthcare
policymakers nationally and locally.
Resources used included summaries,
overviews and policy briefs. Most of the
included studies were conclusive on the
perception that knowledge translation
services are useful, and there were a few
cited instances where such systematic
reviews aided decision-makers in the
policymaking process.

2009

The review concluded that products of
systematic reviews, particularly summaries,
are helpful to policy decision-makers.
However, further studies evaluating their
effect on meeting users’ needs, their funding
and their overall impact, are still required.
The review found that there is insufficient
evidence to support knowledge transfer and
exchange (KTE) in health policy decisionmaking. It is suggested that KTE strategies
be re-evaluated, or a more comprehensive
evidence base be considered for study in the
future.

2005

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA

6/9

Not reported
in detail

0/20

3/20

6/9

44/81

0/81

0/81

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

This review was solely focused on the policy
decision-making level. The majority of the
studies included were classified as non-
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Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Year of last
search

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA

No rating
tool
available for
this type of
document
(overview of
systematic
reviews)

3/24

0/24

0/24

2/9

1/20

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

implementation studies.
Reported facilitators to KTE were found to
be personal contact with the researcher,
summaries of findings with
recommendations, high-quality research,
and effectiveness data. Barriers included lack
of interest and incentives, competing
interests, information overload, and mutual
mistrust.

Summarizing the evidence from
interview studies of facilitators of,
and barriers to, the use of
research evidence by health
policymakers (83)

Examining the factors that
influence the use of research
evidence in ways to improve the
usefulness of systematic reviews
for healthcare managers and
policymakers (84)

The conclusion drawn from this review is
that despite the growing awareness of KTE
in health services research, there is very little
evidence on how KTE strategies work in
different contexts.
The majority of included studies are
qualitative, and thus are limited in their
generalizability.
The most commonly reported facilitators
for research use were personal contact,
timely relevance, and the inclusion of
summaries with policy recommendations.
The most commonly reported barriers were
absence of personal contact, lack of
timeliness or relevance of research, mutual
mistrust, and power and budget struggles.
Interactions between researchers and
healthcare policymakers and
timing/timeliness appear to increase the
prospects for research use among
policymakers.

2000

Not
reported in
detail

Findings from interviews with healthcare
managers and policymakers suggest that
they would benefit from having information
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(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)
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Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Year of last
search

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

2/9

10/13

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA

that is relevant for decisions highlighted for
them (e.g., contextual factors that affect a
review’s local applicability and information
about the benefits, harms/risks and costs of
interventions), and having reviews presented
in a way that allows for rapid scanning of
relevance and then graded entry (such as
one page of take-home messages, a threepage executive summary and a 25-page
report).

Evaluating strategies used to
increase the impact of systematic
review findings on policymaking
(75)

Managers and policymakers have mixed
views about the helpfulness of
recommendations. An analysis of websites
found that contextual factors were rarely
highlighted, recommendations were often
provided, and graded entry formats were
rarely used.
The review aimed to address the concern
that systematic reviews have not been
maximized by policymakers and have not
yielded the expected impact on policy.

Not
reported in
detail

Strategies analyzed included dissemination
strategies and knowledge transfer. The
review concluded that further research is
required for a full evaluation of the
strategies’ benefits.

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

Not reported
in detail

3/13

Discrepancies arose with regards to how
policymakers used evidence from systematic
reviews. Interviews with policymakers
suggested that they placed a higher weight
on other factors and were less influenced by
research evidence.
Barriers to systematic review use include
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Sub-elements

Identifying strategies for
promoting and
embedding public- and
patient-engagement
innovations

Focus of systematic review

Synthesizing evidence on the
determinants of innovation within
health and social care, and
examining how innovation can be
embedded into the National
Health Service (78)

Key findings

Year of last
search

timeliness, availability of search results, and
a lack of skills. Facilitators identified include
collaboration between researchers and
policymakers, dissemination strategies, and
examination of applicability in reviews.
The report highlights that the evidence base
on the diffusion of innovation is growing,
but remains limited.
Researchers suggest that the innovation
process can be broken down into different
components: discovery; adoption; diffusion;
and routinization.
The report listed promising tools for
spreading innovations, including formal
published evidence, decision and
dissemination support tools (e.g.,
guidelines), organizational and interorganizational networks, leadership
development, and evaluation and review.
The findings showed that there is a list of
essential factors for embedding innovation
in the National Health Services in the U.K.,
including: (1) inter-functional and interorganizational co-ordination and
collaboration; (2) multifaceted
implementation approaches facilitating
interaction between the innovation, the
intended audience and the context; (3)
adapting innovations to the local context;
(4) a receptive climate for innovation
(although this may develop gradually and
vary over time); (5) engaging users and other
stakeholders as active agents of change,
rather than passive recipients of
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2009

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

No rating
tool
available for
this type of
document
(overview of
systematic
reviews)

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

McMaster Health Forum

Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Examining the effectiveness of
strategies aimed at changing
organizational culture to improve
performance in healthcare settings
(80)

innovations; (6) financial or other types of
incentives for users and other stakeholders;
(7) active campaigns to market the
innovation and get the information out to a
wider audience; (8) building capacity within
organizations; (9) cross-boundary networks
or communities of practice; and (10)
leadership and organizational connectedness
at all levels.
Only two studies were included in this
review. Although both studies reported
positive effects, these results should be
taken with caution due to methodological
issues.

Exploring how innovations can
spread and be sustained in health
services organizations (79)

Year of last
search

The review concluded that existing evidence
is limited, and does not identify strategies
that change organizational culture in the
healthcare setting. Evaluations must be
conducted for further evidence to be
gathered on this topic.
Researchers suggest that the findings
presented in this review should be seen as
raising areas for consideration rather than
providing definitive conclusions.
Researchers affirmed a number of welldescribed themes in the literature, such as:
(1) the useful list of innovation attributes
that predict (but do not guarantee)
successful adoption; (2) the impact of social
influence and the networks through which it
operates; (3) the complex nature of the
adoption process; (4) the “hard” and “soft”
characteristics of organizations that
encourage or inhibit innovation; and (5) the
messy, stop-start process of assimilation and

2009

2003

AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA

5/6

Not reported
in detail

2/2

0/2

6/9

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

Not reported
in detail

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)

(AMSTAR
rating from
Program in
Policy
Decisionmaking)
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Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Year of last
search

routinization.
The review found a miniscule proportion of
empirical studies that acknowledged the
complexities of spreading and sustaining
innovation.
Implications for future research suggest that
the diffusion of health service innovations
should be: (1) theory-driven; (2) process
oriented rather than package oriented; (3)
ecological; (4) addressed with common
definitions, measures and tools; (5)
collaborative; (6) multidisciplinary; (7)
meticulously detailed; and (8) participatory.
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AMSTAR
(quality)
rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA

McMaster Health Forum

Appendix 3:

Sub-elements

Launching a public
awareness campaign
via mass media or
social media about
Ontario’s HTA
process, and
encouraging
understanding of the
importance of public
and patient
engagement

Systematic reviews relevant to Element 3 – Build capacity among the public and patients to engage in the HTA process

Focus of systematic review

Examining the benefits and
limitations of social media for
health communication among
publics, patients and healthcare
professionals (64)

Key findings

This review examined 98 studies that used a
diverse range of social media tools,
including Facebook, blogs, Twitter and
YouTube. Health issues most frequently
addressed in these studies were sexual
health, diabetes, the flu (H1N1) and mental
health issues.

Year of last
search

2012

AMSTAR
(quality) rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

6/9

Not
reported in
detail

8/11

1/20

(AMSTAR rating
from Program in
Policy Decisionmaking)

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups
22/98

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA
Not reported
in detail

Studies showed that social media use could
lead to a decrease in stigma for certain
conditions.
Benefits of social media included increased
interactions, more available health
information, and access to resources for
health issues.

Examining the effects of mass
media on the utilization of health
services (85)

Establishing a
specialized service
providing personal

The main limitations included quality
concerns and the lack of reliability of
information. Information needs to be
monitored for reliability and protection of
personal information.
Despite the limited information about key
aspects of mass media interventions and the
poor quality of the available primary
studies, the review found that the majority
of studies concluded that planned mass
media campaigns and unplanned mass
media coverage could have a positive
influence on the utilization of health
services.

1996

19/20

0/20

(AMSTAR rating
from
www.rxforchange.ca)

No reviews identified
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Sub-elements

support and coaching
to members of the
public and patients
who want to engage
in Ontario’s HTA
process
Developing and
sustaining a network
of patients, families,
caregivers, diseasespecific
organizations,
consumer groups and
other relevant publics

Identifying effective
strategies to engage
people with low
health literacy

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Year of last
search

AMSTAR
(quality) rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

6/9

0/36

36/36

Not reported
in detail

Not
reported in
detail

30/30

Not reported
in detail

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA

No reviews identified

Examining the impact of
interventions aimed at mitigating
the effects of low health literacy
(91)

Examining the effectiveness of
print and multimedia health
materials in improving health
literacy (86)

The review found multiple design features
improving comprehension in one or a few
studies (e.g., presenting essential
information by itself or first, presenting
information so that the higher number is
better, adding icon arrays to numerical
information, and adding video to verbal
narratives).
The authors concluded that multiple
interventions show promise for mitigating
the effects of low health literacy.
For 54% of the total studies, there was no
difference in effects between print and
multimedia interventions.

2011

(AMSTAR rating
from Program in
Policy Decisionmaking)

2010

Future research is needed on the content of
the material through patient input in order
to adjust to appropriate literacy levels.
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4/11

(AMSTAR rating
from Program in
Policy Decisionmaking)
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Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

Key findings

Examining the effects of strategies
aimed at enhancing consumers’
online health literacy (88)

A randomized controlled trial drew a
comparison between patient education
classes and internet information classes for
participants with HIV. Positive results
included self-efficacy for seeking health
information, evaluation of health
information and an increase in conversing
with a healthcare provider.

Year of last
search

2008

AMSTAR
(quality) rating

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

10/11

0/2

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups
2/2

2/9 (AMSTAR
rating from
McMaster Health
Forum)

0/16

16/16

0/16

2/10

4/35

35/35

0/35

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA
0/2

(AMSTAR rating
from Program in
Policy Decisionmaking)

A controlled before-and-after study focused
on comparing participants in online health
information classes with a controlled group
receiving no classes. There is evidence to
suggest an increase in readiness to use
internet tools for health information in the
intervention group.

Examining the effectiveness of
interventions addressing health
literacy (90)

However, the authors concluded that the
evidence was too weak to draw firm
conclusions about the implications for the
design and delivery of interventions for
enhancing online health literacy.
Low literacy interventions are aimed at
making health education material easier to
understand for self-management of
patients’ conditions.

2006

Further research is needed in order to
assess the effectiveness of literacy strategies
and implementation processes.

Examining the effectiveness of
audiotapes as a strategy for

Positive interventions included the
inclusion of nurses to develop interventions
for those with low health literacy, and the
need to use layman terms.
No reviews addressed the “hard-to-reach”
population.

2003

(AMSTAR rating
from Program in
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Sub-elements

Focus of systematic review

exchanging health information,
with a particular focus on “hardto-reach” populations (89)

Examining the effectiveness of
interventions for improving health
literacy (87)

Key findings

Year of last
search

Several studies indicated that audiotapes of
consultations could increase knowledge in
the short-term and have the potential to
teach “hard-to-reach” populations.
Limitations include the potential for
physician opposition and generalizability of
the information to the population.
A Cochrane systematic review is being
planned.
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AMSTAR
(quality) rating

Policy Decisionmaking)

Proportion
of studies
that were
conducted
in Canada

Proportion
of studies
that deal
explicitly
with one of
the
prioritized
groups

Proportion
of studies
that focused
on public
and patient
engagement
in HTA
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